
BID #16-263 PADCASTER KIT

Line # Description QTY UOM Unit Extended

1 iPad 2 Air Padcaster Video Streaming Kit w/o iPad 2 Air**Must work with Discovery Video****In this package, only give 
pricing for actual item listed, any alternate items will be listed in Package #2**

1 PKG $937.00 $937.00

1.1 PADCASTER CASE: Includes: Padcaster Case, lens bracket with 72-58mm step-down ring; four (4) lens bracket mounting 
screws; One (1) custom camera cage screw; One (1) cold shoe adapter.

1 EA $188.00

1.2 LENS:Padcaster's .45x wide angle lens dramatically increases the iPad's field of view. The 58mm rear thread means it 
attaches directly to the Padcaster lens bracket, and you can use additional 62 filters in front to the lens as well. Unscrew the 
front portion of the lens and it becomes a macro lens for close-up focus and a simple way to achieve a shallow depth of 
field.

1 EA $48.50

1.3 LIGHTING UNIT:The K480 delivers a pure color beam of daylight balanced light. It has a variable brightness control and 
comes with two magnetic filters for diffusion and tungsten balance. The K480 comes with an included Cold Shoe Adapter 
for mounting to the Padcaster frame.

1 EA $118.00

1.4 MICROPHONE:Padcaster's YT-1300 is a 'Broadcast-Quality' condenser shotgun microphone. Adjust for both loud and 
soft sound sources with the three position level control with stops at -10dB, 0db and +10dB of gain, and eliminate 'rumble' 
using the two step high pass filter with 80hz and flat positions. The YT-1300's integrated sturdy 'shock mount' with hot-
shoe adapter and included windscreen are ideal for both indoor and outdoor conditions, either locked down on a tripod or 
hand-held on-the-fly. Requires a 9 Volt battery.

1 EA $138.00

1.5 DUAL MIC / HEADPHONE JACK 1 EA $29.00

1.6 STICK MICROPHONE:MSL LSM-5GR Live Dynamic Microphone provides a solid low-end and clear high-end 
frequency spectrum and its cardioid patterns are ideal for eliminating unwanted feedback in live settings. The LSM 
dynamic mic comes with the MXL Cable-1, a six-foot Female XLR to 3.5mm (mini) Male TRRS split with a 3.5mm 
Female headphone jack, that allows you to record and monitor your audio with one cable.

1 EA $138.00

1.7 TRIPOD:Designed for use with Padcaster unit - can be both tripod and monopod. Features include: 3-way fluid-effect pan 
head with quick release plate and built-in bubble level. Also includes leg braces for added stability and rubber feet with 
retractable leg spikes.

1 EA $158.00

1.8 HEADPHONES:Set of over the ear headphones, lightweight monitor style with volume control - no brand requested. 1 EA $24.50

1.9 KIT CASE:Hard case designed to carry the Padcaster unit and accessories minus the tripod. 1 EA $95.00

Shipping and handling charge 1 EA $74.00

$1,011.00
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2 iPad 2 Air Padcaster Video Streaming Kit w/o iPad 2 Air**Must work with Discovery Video****IN THIS PACKAGE 
ONLY - RESPOND IF YOU HAVE ALTERNATE, IF NO ALTERNATE YOU WILL **NO BID** THIS 
PACKAGE.List the item manufacturer and manufacturer number.Attach a full list of specifications and list of additional 
accessories & pricing for the alternate you are bidding, if any outside of what we have listed below.

1 PKG $937.00 $937.00

2.1 PADCASTER CASE: Includes: Padcaster Case, lens bracket with 72-58mm step-down ring; four (4) lens bracket mounting 
screws; One (1) custom camera cage screw; One (1) cold shoe adapter.

1 EA $188.00

2.2 LENS:Padcaster's .45x wide angle lens dramatically increases the iPad's field of view. The 58mm rear thread means it 
attaches directly to the Padcaster lens bracket, and you can use additional 62 filters in front to the lens as well. Unscrew the 
front portion of the lens and it becomes a macro lens for close-up focus and a simple way to achieve a shallow depth of 
field.

1 EA $48.50

2.3 LIGHTING UNIT:The K480 delivers a pure color beam of daylight balanced light. It has a variable brightness control and 
comes with two magnetic filters for diffusion and tungsten balance. The K480 comes with an included Cold Shoe Adapter 
for mounting to the Padcaster frame.

1 EA $118.00

2.4 MICROPHONE:Padcaster's YT-1300 is a 'Broadcast-Quality' condenser shotgun microphone. Adjust for both loud and 
soft sound sources with the three position level control with stops at -10dB, 0db and +10dB of gain, and eliminate 'rumble' 
using the two step high pass filter with 80hz and flat positions. The YT-1300's integrated sturdy 'shock mount' with hot-
shoe adapter and included windscreen are ideal for both indoor and outdoor conditions, either locked down on a tripod or 
hand-held on-the-fly. Requires a 9 Volt battery.

1 EA $138.00

2.5 DUAL MIC / HEADPHONE JACK 1 EA $29.00

2.6 STICK MICROPHONE:MSL LSM-5GR Live Dynamic Microphone provides a solid low-end and clear high-end 
frequency spectrum and its cardioid patterns are ideal for eliminating unwanted feedback in live settings. The LSM 
dynamic mic comes with the MXL Cable-1, a six-foot Female XLR to 3.5mm (mini) Male TRRS split with a 3.5mm 
Female headphone jack, that allows you to record and monitor your audio with one cable.

1 EA $138.00

2.7 TRIPOD:Designed for use with Padcaster unit - can be both tripod and monopod. Features include: 3-way fluid-effect pan 
head with quick release plate and built-in bubble level. Also includes leg braces for added stability and rubber feet with 
retractable leg spikes.

1 EA $158.00

2.8 HEADPHONES:Set of over the ear headphones, lightweight monitor style with volume control - no brand requested. 1 EA $24.50

2.9 KIT CASE:Hard case designed to carry the Padcaster unit and accessories minus the tripod. 1 EA $95.00

Shipping and Handling Charge 1 EA $74.00

$1,011.00
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